fundaci joan mir wikipedia - history the idea for the foundation was made in 1968 by joan mir mir formed the foundation with his friend joan prats mir wanted to create a new building, barcelona fundaci joan mir skip the line entry ticket - see art by one of the greatest artists from spain with a skip the line entry ticket to barcelona s fundaci joan mir and explore the work of mir and, calder foundation life photobiography - biography alexander calder was born in 1898 the second child of artist parents his father was a sculptor and his mother a painter because his father alexander, 15 best things to do in barcelona spain the crazy tourist - this is where to begin your adventure through barcelona and the dreamlike works of antoni gaud his minor basilica is a project of incredible scale and ambition, the department of architecture harvard graduate school - the department of architecture is a unique community rich in diversity collaboration and scholarship through design here students explore today s most creative